Want an exciting, rewarding career in law enforcement?
JOIN THE MARYLAND STATE POLICE

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS:

- Be a U.S. citizen
- Possess a high school diploma or GED
- Possess a valid driver’s license in any state and a satisfactory driving record
- Binocular far and near visual acuity, with or without correction, must be 20/20
- Be at least 20 years of age, but not older than 59
- Be in excellent physical condition
- Have a good reputation and sound moral character
- Not have any current court orders relating to domestic violence
- Be truthful in every stage of the application process

$35,000 trooper salary while in training, $46,920 upon graduation - both with a comprehensive compensation and benefits package

Begin earning an AA degree while receiving your academy training

The Maryland State Police offers a wide range of assignments including road patrol, drug enforcement, homeland security, executive protection, accident reconstruction, aviation (medics and pilots), canine handling, computer crimes, forensics, automotive safety enforcement and commercial vehicle enforcement.

Specialized assignments include the Hostage Recovery Team, Special Tactical Assault Team Element (SWAT), Underwater Recovery Team, and the Motorcycle Unit.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

For more information visit mdsp.maryland.gov or follow us on Facebook (www.facebook.com/MarylandStatePolice), Twitter @MDSP.

mdsp.maryland.gov
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The Maryland State Police is committed to working with federal, state and local law enforcement to prevent the threat of terrorism and reduce violent crime in our state. You can also have a vital role in our efforts to keep the state safe.

The Maryland Coordination and Analysis Center, a joint law enforcement operation, maintains an around-the-clock tips line for people to call with information about suspicious persons or circumstances that may be related to terrorism or other criminal activity. All information is taken seriously and will be investigated.

Do not ignore your feelings of uneasiness about a person or circumstances you may encounter. If you observe someone or something unusual or suspicious, take the time to contact police and have the situation checked out. Call 1-800-492-TIPS (8477)

If a Maryland state trooper seizes money or a vehicle from you, the MD Department of State Police Asset Forfeiture Unit (AFU) can provide you with information on the process for attempting to reclaim the money or vehicle. The AFU can be reached by email at msp.afu@maryland.gov, or by telephone at 410-953-8200, ext. 2305.

Maryland State Police troopers and civilian support personnel are involved in criminal and traffic enforcement efforts in every Maryland county. Our Department fulfills an important role in law enforcement service. As a state police department, we work to coordinate efforts between local and federal law enforcement. Our focus is on statewide initiatives that reduce traffic crashes, drunk driving, aggressive driving, unsafe vehicles, and other threats to highway safety. Our criminal enforcement emphasis is on cross-border and inter-jurisdictional crime that involves illegal drug importation and distribution, apprehending fugitives, and reducing violent crime.

We take seriously our obligation to provide public safety services. We uphold our core values of integrity, fairness, and service. Please know that whatever the reason for your contact with a Maryland state trooper, his or her actions were motivated by a sincere desire to protect and serve the public, while upholding the highest standards of the police profession.

Whether you live here, are visiting, or are just traveling through our state, you can be assured that members of the Maryland State Police are on the job protecting, preventing, and providing. They are committed to protecting you and your family, preventing criminal acts and traffic crashes, and providing the highest quality of law enforcement services available anywhere.

Colonel William M. Pallozzi, Superintendent

MARYLAND'S CHILD AMBER ALERT

If police confirm a child abduction in Maryland, believe the child is in serious danger and there is descriptive information about a suspect and/or vehicle, the AMBER Alert will be activated. Lookouts will be broadcast on radio and television. Highway message signs will read “Child Amber Alert” and give a description of the suspect vehicle. If you see that vehicle, please dial 9-1-1.

For non-emergencies on Maryland’s interstates safely dial #77 on your cellular phone

For state/local police emergencies dial 9-1-1